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SPF - What's that all about?
There are tons of sunscreens out on the market! Don’t be fooled by the marketing. Always
check out the ingredients on the back before buying sunscreen from the store. Let's discuss
some important topics!
SPF stands for Sun Protection
Factor. So, an SPF rating tells
you how long you can stay in the
sun without getting burned while
wearing sunscreen compared to
how long you can stay in the sun
before you burn without wearing
sunscreen. It's important to wear
sunscreen every day, rain or
shine. You wouldn’t think you
need to if
you're inside or if it's gloomy but your skin absorbs UV exposure sun-up to sun-down.
Making it a part of your morning routine after applying your skincare, and before make-up,
is important. Re-apply accordingly throughout the day.
Worried about ruining your makeup? Look into a powder or mist.
Areas that are usually forgotten, but important, are scalps (think thin hair, thinning or
balding), ears, hairline, lips, tops of feet, and back of the neck.
Not all sunscreens are ‘broad spectrum” and there are two types of UV radiation to protect
yourself from; UVA and UVB. Think of UVA as your Aging rays and UVB as Burning rays.
Both work synergistically to damage and kill our precious skin cells, although UVB rays are
what give us the pink, painful, sunburnt skin UVA rays are just as sneaky causing
premature aging, wrinkles, and skin irregularities.

Let's g et Physical..or Chemical?
Did you know that there is chemical sunscreen and physical sunscreen?
Chemical sunscreens work like a sponge, absorbing the sun’s rays. If you look on the
back of the bottle the active ingredients will be one of the following: oxybenzone,
avobenzone, octisalate, octocrylene, homosalate, and octinoxate. These formulations
tend to be easier to rub into the skin without leaving a white residue. Sensitive skin
types typically react to chemical sunscreens more so than physical ones.
Physical sunscreen contains active ingredients Zinc Oxide and/or Titanium Dioxide.
Physical sunscreens work like a shield, sitting on the surface of your skin and deflecting
the sun’s rays, a good option if you have sensitive skin. There are tons of options that
aren’t chalky or stark white when you apply, so don’t be scared of that. If you don’t see
Titanium or Zinc as an active ingredient, I'd probably advise against buying it.
All of the sunscreens we offer contain Titanium or Zinc, or both.
Definitely make sure you're applying physical sunscreen to your kids!

Tanning Beds!
How are these places still a thing? It's scary that people willingly pay for memberships, and
go daily, weekly and all year to stay tanned.
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Any sign of a tan is DNA damage. Yes, they’re pretty, but stick to a fake one. There are a
plethora of options; mousse, SGL baby bronze mist, tanning drops. Take it from me, spray
tans will change your life!
One in five Americans will develop skin cancer by the age of 70.
Worldwide, there are more skin cancer cases due to indoor tanning than there are
lung cancer cases due to smoking.
One study observing 63 women diagnosed with melanoma, before age 30, found that
61 of them used tanning beds (that’s 97%).

Read those again...
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We have lots of products
and information to guide
you!
From spray tans & home
bronzing products, to
suncare and face
bronzers
We'll get your Glow-on!
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Fact
“I have SPF in my makeup so
yes I'm using protection”

No way! There is no amount of
sunscreen in your makeup that is going
to protect you for more than an hour or
two, and that depends on their active
ingredients. Apply a moisturizer with SPF
first or sunscreen, and then your BB or
makeup.

“I don’t burn, so I don’t
need SPF”

Oh my goodness, stop it! You are
smarter than this! All colors burn and are
affected by the sun's exposure. Yes,
darker tones have more SPF built into
their skin so they are less likely to burn
but you always want to be preventive
and safe.

“I feel better tan because of
the Vit D it gives me”

Yes, the sun delivers a small amount of
Vit D but the invisible damage you don’t
feel or see right away outweighs any
benefit of Vit D being delivered. Meet
your correct daily Vit D dose with food
and supplements.

Fact
“Higher the SPF less likely i'll
burn and it will last longer”

Wrong! Really anything over SPF 50 is
basically a gimmick and is giving you a
false sense of security.
Wanna know why?
Golden rule: always choose sunscreen
with a 30-50 SPF. For example, if it says
15 SPF that technically means 150 mins
for active sun protection before burning,
but there are lots of factors that go with
that too.
SPF 15 is giving you 93%.
SPF 50 is blocking 98% so anything over
60 is just lotion.
And any SPF with less than 15 is just a
lotion. It will not protect you.
The FDA doesn’t approve anything over
60 SPF anyway..interesting right?
Also, don’t get me started on Tan Oils with
SPF. 😉 No, No, and No!

Don't Fall for it!
Coppertone, Australian Gold, Neutrogena, Banana
Boat…the SPF shelves at the store are SCARY!
They are filled with toxic ingredients and pore-clogging ingredients. Some are even
blended with high amounts of Vitamin A which contradicts itself because that makes
your skin more photosensitive. Yes, Vit A is an antioxidant that helps the function of
SPF in some formulas but stick to that being at night as a treatment product.

OTC vs Medical/Professional Grade what's the difference?
If the bottle says it contains 4% Zinc Oxide that means there is 4% throughout the
entire bottle you are not receiving that 4% with each product use. Make sense?
Medical-grade products are made up of proven ingredients that are purchased with a
medical license and only available through physicians. These products are developed
through clinical research and the amounts of active ingredients (what’s actually going
to make changes in your skin) are much higher than over-the-counter products are
legally able to contain. Medical-grade products penetrate the skin better and deliver a
higher concentration of active ingredients. Higher amounts of active ingredients =
better skin! The best sun protection is formulated to both moisturize and protect your
skin, whilst not causing irritation to your skin.

Caution! Store Suncreens
False labeling is common and causes confusion, if it states “broad spectrum” and
doesn’t contain active ingredients of either zinc or titanium with chemical sunscreens it
isn’t broad spectrum. Don’t buy under 15 or over 60 SPF.

"But I'm on my vacay, and need to buy
some sunscreen Hayley, what do I do?"
I GOT YOU...DON'T PANIC! There are some good branded ones out there, so here are
some great options to choose if you are on vacation, or need store-bought options on the
go.
Here are the branded products I would recommend:
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Before you go...
Wear sunglasses, a hat, and SPF clothing which is great for extended outdoor use, or
kids!
”WATERPROOF” This label can be confusing and far from the truth. Waterproof would
mean even though you are getting wet or sweating the efficiency would still be there but,
really you are only protected in the water for up to 40 mins. After that, you would need to
reapply. Instead, think water-resistant.
”Natural sunscreen” No such thing. Every sunscreen has some type of chemical or
preservative. The term natural skincare is a marketing term so buyers beware.
We are bringing in ELTA MD SPF for full-body protection.

Stay tuned!
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